-----Original Message----From: nuccomm@songs.sce.com [mailto:nuccomm@songs.sce.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 4:08 PM
To: NUCCOMM
Subject: New CEP Message
This is an automated email response from Community Engagement Panel Date Sent: 7/15/2015
First Name: Jerry
Last Name: Mirsky
Email address: gmirsky@yahoo.com
City: San Clemente
State: CA
Message: I''m happy to see Tim Brown from the San Clemente City Council is also sitting on
that Board; However, any meeting of CEP should be held in San Clemente, Dana Point or San
Juan Capistrano for openers. I believe holding a meeting in Oceanside will exclude most
residents from these areas from attending. Further, I personaly don''t want to hear someone from
the Sherrifs Department on how to keep the nuclear waste stored at SanOnfre safe. Especially at
this time when the Federal Government, whose ultimately responsible, won''t even recognize the
word terrorism, makes deals with our enemies, and has no problem pissng all over the
Constitution and our long term allies. I personally consider, with all the evidence, including
irresponsible government spending, totally out of Control!
THE LAW REQUIRES THE NUCLEAR WASTE TO BE REMOVED! My position is
simple.
Follow the law and get that crap out of here. I''m not interested in what local law enforcement is
doing to keep the crap safe. They should be opposed to the Federal Government putting this
burden on their back and lives. I for one am getting sick and tired of hearing excuse after excuse
from all levels of government effectively justifying outright breaking of the law. I know the
current President sets a poor example for this position, but our founding Father''s put the System
we have in place knowing government can never be trusted. Power corrupts and total power
corrupts totally. Once those in government are allowed to break the law to meet their ends we
are heading for another revolt. I''m 71 and don''t need that. Follow the law, and get rid of that
nuclear waste. Changing the subject on how the crap can be protected feeds the government
excuse for breaking the law. I''ve seen government ham stringing personally several times from
local to federal levels, and had the pleasure of working against them and their inherent
corruption, which is so incestually infested it''s hard to see that the light at the end of the tunnel is
not a train (nuclear holocaust).
Get rid of the nuclear waste period! No more excuses, and those in power whose responsibility
is to do this should be removed, because they have failed miserably. Further, someone needs to
bring sanity to the EPA who is clearly incompetent and part of the problem along with the
Nuclear Power Commission.

